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Dear Readers,
It was a slate-skied December afternoon and we were 
running together in the hills above Missoula when we 
settled on Power as the theme for this summer issue of 
Camas. In that place between the city and the wilderness, 
during that chilling liminal time between presidents, we 
knew there was no word more worthy of consideration. 
Our legs and lungs powered us uphill. Steam rose from 
the old plant west of town—power put to production. 
And behind us spread the Rattlesnake Range, snowy 
peaks and dark-treed drainages, the keeper of a wordless 
power passed in moments to us below. Power: the word 
opens us into question, raises us to action, quiets us into 
awe. These pages, we hope, provide a view of its varied 
incarnations.
Chris Dombrowski takes us down paths of 
memory and water in his haunting remembrance, "My 
Grandmother’s Zabuton." In Sarah Capdeville's braided 
essay, "Exposure," we discover beauty and struggle in both 
wild places and interior worlds. Later, Emily Withnall’s 
striking list essay challenges us to think about privilege 
and positionality through the experience of a queer mom 
raising two daughters. Questions of justice arise from a 
different context as Michael Lehman reveals the complex 
humanity of Standing Rock in the vivid and humble 
"Plymouth Rock Standing on its Head." We close with the 
dynamic voice of Leath Tonino, whose "Thoughts After 
an Owl" delves into the sensory mystery of the desert 
behind a southern California strip mall.
Meanwhile, the poetry, art and photography of the 
issue distill conceptions of power into potent bursts. 
Shriram Sivaramakrishnan hints at destructive human 
capability behind the playful lines of "Five Ways to 
Destroy a Plastic Cup," while Lauren Camp reaches for a 
wildness we can’t destroy in "Blues for the Darling." The 
wide landscapes of photographer Garrett Cotham remind 
us that breathtaking power Eves beyond our doors here 
in the West, while mixed media from Katie Craney and 
Xanthe Miller push us to consider the force and beauty of 
unlikely combinations.
"Power at its best," wrote Martin Luther King, Jr., 
"is love implementing the demands of justice." When 
we recognize love as a power that resides beyond the 
human, we hear from hills and cities alike a roiling world 
desperate for justice. Let us work, then, with what love 
that world has sewn in us.
With gratitude,
Peter Gurche and Matt Hart
FROM THE EDITORS
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Growing Up in Town
CHARLES HAYES
If it had remained the same house on the same ridge 
I would have never known the place. Hells of Jimson 
And Autumn Olive had grown in my mind also, 
And I was ready to explore the sour air 
Beneath these spoiled timbers—with every freedom 
To let the brown-rot and the woodworms have the past;
When I waited with my sister while our horse died— 
It happened here, in the heat lightning of flashing 
Summer gone, at some point, to the myth of being 
Here, at some point, in dark flashes with my sister 
Where dread, and death, and bankruptcy, and the mare and 
Her foal in soaked straw had their moment of being.
But the digger in the driveway got there first, to 
Pack two trucks of fill dirt in the absence, to grow 
Gravel and dry stands of Lespedeza in the sun— 
Here where nothing died, it disappeared. Here where there 
Is nothing to remember, nothing dark enough 
For memories, not even time enough to rot.
From here we left the land a loss and sold the rest, 
Resolved to bargain grace from cities, for every 
Dollar earned: two rented rooms near a fading elm, 
Where my mother weeds and waters Rhododendron 
To bloom the low forest in a raised-bed garden.
I was born up on the ridge, but grew up here in town.
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My Grandmother's Zabuton
NONFICTION | CHRIS DOMBROWSKI
No one will believe this story, so it must be true.
—Old Saying
My grandmother was born on February 26, 1925, and several months later crowned "Baby of the Year" at the Michigan State Fair. Save a black- 
and-white portrait from the fair—her toothless grin and 
ducktail curls seemingly destined for a Gerber bottle— 
and a tall, unpolished silver trophy engraved "Prettiest 
Baby," few mementos from her childhood remain. She 
would have graduated Hazel Park High in 1943 but 
she met a handsome man a few years her senior, got 
pregnant, married shotgun-style, and gave birth to a son. 
She smoked, caroused and drank—gin martinis—hard. 
She divorced the man, or he divorced her. She attended 
night school to complete her secondary degree and tried 
to make due, but the relationship with her son’s father was 
tempestuous and a few years later she was pregnant again, 
this time with my mother—the man gone long before the 
drive to the delivery room, and gone for good. She went 
by several names throughout her life: Shirley Webster, 
Shirley Postoian, Shirley Post, and Shirley Burns. And 
in her mid-twenties, she settled into a job working for a 
travel agency in Detroit.
Even late in life, after a brutal bilateral aneurism 
and from within the confines of her wheelchair, my 
grandmother was gregarious and striking, and I surmise 
that during her mid-thirties she sold more than a few 
vacation packages on sheer magnetism. Over time, her 
dedication at Elkin Travel earned her complimentary 
trips to destinations like London, Hawaii, and Nassau, 
from which she returned with the requisite sunburns, 
sniffles, and inexpensive knickknacks, the latter adorning 
windowsills of her small Hazel Park home alongside 
which the 9-Mile Road traffic ran constant as a rivers 
current.
As a boy I played with these trinkets—a miniature 
British double-decker bus or a letter-opener disguised 
as a tiny bamboo-sheathed samurai sword—and asked 
Gram where they’d come from. I hadn’t ventured outside 
of Michigan, so her description of the vast Caribbean 
seen from a cruise ship, or her imitation of a Chessire 
accent, nose in the air, transported me to rarified locales.
Other than such bits, she had relatively little, and 
never anything flattering, to say about her journeys. 
Perhaps she held mixed feelings toward those years—the 
rambling years, when she was in the wind—in which 
she left her son and daughter in the custody of my great­
grandmother Webster, or perhaps she hesitated from 
telling traveling stories so as not to offend my mom. But 
even decades later, while living in an assisted living rehab 
center after a flurry of small strokes and a near-constant 
bladder infection, she shirked nostalgia, the escapism 
memory affords.
"The best place you’ve ever been?" I asked her one 
February afternoon near her 89th birthday, the sky 
outside her window the color of an undusted shelf. Her 
aluminum walker had been replaced with an electric 
wheelchair, a trade that inspired the tone of finality in my 
line of questioning. "Tell me. You went all over the world, 
right? Where were you the happiest?"
"Honey," she said, taking a while to chew her lunch, 
red Jell-o constellated with bits of mandarin orange. "I 
don’t think about those places very much. Here with you 
today, this is the best place."
Just before she turned eighty, Gram visited me 
in western Montana where I guide river trips. Though 
my mom accompanied her on the journey, Gram nearly 
didn’t make Missoula. During a layover in the Denver 
airport, a security guard spotted her smoking a cigarette 
behind a tall, potted plant. "Ma’am, that’s a Federal 
Offense," the guard reportedly said, "I could have you 
arrested." Reading a magazine, my mom was startled by 
the guard’s voice, but immediately deduced to whom he 
was speaking. Gram leaned out from behind the limbs, 
took another long drag and shot the guard a look that 
said, Son, that was the first flight I’ve taken in thirty years, 
and I’m gonna have a few harmless puffs to take the edge 
off. He let her off with a warning.
The following day I rowed Gram down the Blackfoot, 
just upstream from its confluence with the Clark Fork 
where the river dashes out of a red rock canyon to 
gallop alongside towering cliff walls and trout-shading 
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cottonwoods. By late season the Blackfoot flows air clear 
and its long deep pools run jade-colored against a bottom 
of boulders the glaciers arranged eons ago, but in early 
June the melt-water turns the color of coffee spiked with 
Baileys and channelizes snowmelt at such volume and 
pitch that rocks the size of laundry baskets can be heard 
rumbling against one another.
Salmonfly husks covered the rock walls and the 
current rattled willows as Gram, my mom and I floated 
past. The largest of aquatic stoneflies, the Salmonfly lives 
nine-tenths of its life underwater, 
clinging to cobbles as a nymph 
before migrating to the shallows 
and finally emerging when 
water temperature and aspect of 
sunlight reach optimum levels. 
Each night, these creatures move 
en masse from the riverbed to dry 
land and, clinging to deadfalls 
or the underside of alder leaves, 
split their nymphal husks and 
climb out to let the wings of their 
current incarnation dry.
At high water, the Blackfoot is 
a veritable creature too, a beast to 
which the ultimate respect must 
be displayed. In peak runoff, one 
wrong oar-stroke, one gunnel 
edge leaned into the wrong wave, 
can mean a swamped or flipped 
boat, and quick. Not taking my 
hands from the oars or my eyes 
from the thalweg, I showed Gram 
and my mom a hundred-feet long 
deadfall that the current had recently tossed onto a car­
sized glacial erratic. I had always seen Gram as a thrill­
seeker, the carpe-diem type, but she white-knuckled the 
seat and hunched within her orange life vest.
Later, over a double Cutty Sark at the Milltown 
Union Bar, she said, "Sheesh, Danny,"—she often called 
me my uncle’s name when she was flustered—"I thought 
you were going to give me a heart-attack." She waved her 
cigarette at the bartender. "I think I’d better have another."
At breakfast the following morning I asked her if she 
wasn’t feeling a little hazy, what with the elevation gain 
and multiple "belts," as she called them, of Scotch.
The air’s so fresh here, you could never get a 
hangover," she said. "And besides that, you can still smoke 
in the bars. Don’t ever leave."
In the months to come, my mom and I discussed 
moving Gram out to Montana and my taking over 
primary caregiver duties, but the potential move was 
ruled too threatening to Gram’s health. At the time, 
Gram lived alone in a high-rise apartment complex 
for the elderly in Lansing, Michigan, called Friendship 
Manor. She had lived there since my grandfather died; 
after his sudden passing she sold their modest home 
of 40 years almost immediately, moving away with all 
the sentimentality of a passenger pigeon. At the dour 
Friendship Manor, my mom looked in on Gram almost 
daily, but couldn’t convince her to veer from her steady 
diet of Cutty, Benson and Hedges cigarettes, butter pecan
Please Continue I Katie Craney
ice cream, and Milky Way candy bars. This strict regimen 
earned her the family nickname "Three C," which stood 
for Cockroach/Coyote/Carp; like these three resilient 
species, we joked, she might outlive us all.
Following a favorable Social Security snafu a few 
years later, she moved to an expensive nearby assisted 
living center that she couldn’t have otherwise afforded. 
There the doting staff weaned her from the booze and 
nicotine, but she still fed every spare dollar bill to the 
center’s vending machine—"I would go for the Snickers," 
she’d say with a grimace, "but the peanuts are so hard to 
chew"—punching B-4, and chuckling as she waited for a 
Milky Way to clunk into the metal receptacle. Almost in 
the face of well-balanced meals cooked by a staff chef that 
took requests, she consumed mostly tapioca pudding. 
And yet, despite the toll two brain, two bladder, two 
appendage, and numerous dental surgeries had taken on 
her body, her skin and eyes shined. By now she was frail 
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enough that I often wondered, while walking down the 
hallway past the nurses’ station and the other residents’ 
quiet Sunday rooms, which visit would be our last. There 
was less and less of her body, but something seemed to 
shine out from inside.
Remarkably—or perhaps course-par—she lived 
another year. Throughout her final winter we played a 
lot of cafeteria bingo, a surprisingly competitive game 
among the elderly residents, at which she was a shark, 
often monitoring three cards and pointing with her left 
and only working hand to a space on my single playing 
card when I failed to mark a call. She seemed proud to 
have her wheelchair pushed around the hallways by my 
son, her great-grandson, to whom she often gave $20 
bills with the expectation that he buy a soda and later 
return the change in singles: for the vending machine, 
clearly. Her great-granddaughters rubbed her liver- 
spotted hands with lotion, stuck fairy stickers to the back 
of her wheelchair. I was teaching in northern Michigan 
until the school year ended, and we spent many Sunday 
afternoons with her, arriving after she sang hymns in the 
non-denominational service.
As it’s wont to in Michigan, spring sprung mercifully, 
the modicum of warmth, after a winter that rendered 
the notion of shirtsleeves fantastical, a more than ample 
balm. One April afternoon we gathered outside in the 
courtyard underneath a budding crabapple and a few 
talkative robins. Molly and Lily took turns wheeling 
Gram around the patio, while Luca and I threw a Nerf 
football back and forth through the soil-scented air. 
There were cheeseburgers for lunch and Gram nibbled 
one, though she never unwrapped it fully from its wax 
paper. She waved to the staff members passing through 
the sterile hallways, happy to be surrounded by family 
and fresh air.
Then it was time for Gram’s nap, my mom said, time 
to say goodbye.
Nerf football in hand, spring sun heating my dark 
thatch of hair, I felt the sudden wash of years of failed 
goodbyes. For as long as I could remember—since 
she’d returned home twenty-five years earlier from the 
hospital with shaved head and without speech faculties— 
it had been time for her nap, time to say goodbye. For 
half my life, I had been telling this woman farewell but 
hadn’t mustered anything that sufficiently expressed 
my gratitude. I looked across the courtyard at Luca 
who stood with both hands in the air, waiting to catch 
another imaginary touchdown. I was barely older than 
that, I thought, when I learned that you could go golfing 
with friends on a humid August afternoon and end up 
in the hospital, unable to walk, a small portion of your 
brain removed from your cranium. I remembered being 
ushered from her living room toward the car, certain I 
wouldn’t see her again.
"Give Gram a kiss," my mom now told the kids. "Tell 
her you love her and you’ll see her real soon."
"Why do we have to leave now? I asked with no small 
measure of truculence, a boy again, not wanting to leave 
his grandmother’s side. "Everybody’s feeling fine."
"You’ve got a long drive, son. You don’t want to be 
driving in the dark."
Gram could see I didn’t want to give in.
"Don’t worry, honey," she said, sparing me, I think, 
from having to form words around an emotion I knew 
ablated them. She smiled and reached out for my hand 
with the permanently bent fingers of her left hand. "I’m 
the first grandma and the last grandma."
Early that July, after we’d moved back to Montana, 
I called Gram on the phone—though I’d been forewarned 
that she could no longer speak. A morphine-Attavan 
cocktail had rendered her sentience questionable, but 
there would be no other chances. A hospice nurse 
answered, spoke with me momentarily, and placed the 
phone near Gram’s ear. What I uttered felt instantly trite, 
insufficient. The hospice nurse returned and thanked me 
gently for calling. She told me Gram was a wonderful 
patient, very peaceful, and that my mom had been at 
Gram’s side constantly, but was talking with the nurses at 
the moment. Then, bless her heart, the nurse said if there 
was anything else I wanted to tell my grandmother— 
anything—now was the time.
I cleared my throat and looked around the cool 
garage where I’d come for privacy. From a nail on the 
wall, the girls’ life Jackets hung, still dripping from their 
morning dunk in the creek.
I told Gram she’d been a jewel in my life, a jewel of 
a woman. I hadn’t planned to sing her "Doxology," but I 
composed myself for the first verse anyway, four, four- 
beat lines. Ritually, while tucking me into bed as a boy 
in Hazel Park with a voice sandy from cigarettes, breath 
sweet from three martinis, she would recite: "If you wake 
up before I wake up, get me up. And if I wake up before 
you wake up, I’ll get you up." On the phone, hours before 
her death, I spoke these same words to her.
A tear, the nurse would later tell my mother, slid 
from Gram’s left eye.
The next October my parents brought Gram’s 
ashes to Montana to be scattered in the Blackfoot, on the 
stretch where we’d floated. I steered the boat alongside 
fireweed bushes that bled into the water as reflection. 
At ridgeline, two cow elk called to one another from 
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among the bright but wind-thinned larches. In her lap, in 
a plastic bag from the Myrtle Park Crematory, my mom 
held her mom’s "cremated remains." My mom—who 
had spent the past several years on virtual vigil, visiting 
Gram once a day, overseeing meals, bathing, feedings, 
doctors’ visits, even pedicures—seemed against erecting 
even a figurative memorial, or achieving any level of 
"closure," whatever such a word implies. This spirit ran in 
the family. Once, at the reading of her second husband’s 
will, Gram had been asked, under oath, if she’d ever been 
married to anyone else. "No," she answered. My mom 
looked askance at Gram. "Oh honey," Gram whispered. 
"Keep it open. These people don’t 
need to know those things."
I anchored the boat, which 
tacked kite-like back and forth 
across the quiet pool. When it 
settled against the tightened rope, 
I took a handful of the ashes and 
let the granules fall into the river. 
The sound was childhood: a fistful 
of sand dropped into the shallows 
of a still lake. My mom did the 
same, then emptied the bag over 
the gunnel. No one said a word. 
Spreading downstream through 
the blue current on their way to 
the Pacific, the ashes looked like a 
galaxy.
The following June, near 
the peak of runoff, while rowing 
two old friends down the same stretch of Blackfoot, I 
found a trace of Gram.
After a May-long drought the rivers had begun to 
"take shape," an idiom I’ve always loved for its suggestions 
of primal formation and rebirth. What was just days prior 
a brown blob squirming primordially down from Rogers 
Pass was now suddenly the very fishable Blackfoot, its 
riffly musculature apparent and alluring. I had planned 
to float a different reach of river, but we’d stopped at the 
bridge to take a leak and found in the bankside willows 
hoards of recently emerged stoneflies, favored forage of 
big trout in big water, when the ample calories expended 
on a feeding rise must be trumped by the calories gained 
by food obtained.
A cool drizzly rain fell on the river. We pulled up our 
hoods and hunched over our tasks. Michael and Jonathon 
peppered the banks with tight casts, grunting with 
displeasure when their flies sped unmolested past a likely 
lie. I pumped on the oars, navigating the boat through 
plunging rapids and around the nauseating swirls of back- 
The sound was 
childhood: a fistful 
of sand dropped into 
the shallows of a 
still lake. Spreading 
downstream through 
the blue current 
on their way to the 
Pacific, the ashes 
looked like a galaxy.
eddies. The water that had recently existed as a mountain 
snowfield now rushed hard against the drowned grass 
banks, pushing small beaver-whittled sticks and flotsam 
ashore. A fish struck and Michael missed it. Then, off a 
heavy riprap bank just above a feeder stream, Jonathon 
hooked a heavy trout.
The fish ran long, straining against the taut tippet. 
I looked for an inside bend in which to eddy the boat, 
to tame the fish’s flight, but we floated half a mile—on 
water speeding nearly seven miles an hour—before I 
found a suitable spot and netted the fish. After a quick 
picture, I released her—a large hen cutthroat so gorged 
on stoneflies that her belly had 
distended, spotted densely at the 
tail and marked conspicuously 
beneath her jaw by the namesake 
orange slash—and watched her 
right herself against the bottom.
Then, patting Jonathon on the 
back, I spotted what looked like 
a chess piece half-buried in the 
shallows. I tugged up my sleeve, 
reached down and drew it from 
the sand: a small, well-worn, stone 
Buddha.
We were dumbfounded. 
Superstitious anglers to a man, we 
marveled at our fortune, wondering 
aloud how far the rotund, smiling 
figurine had traveled—in a river 
that had just weeks earlier been 
pushing boulders along its bed—to 
get to this precise spot where we had anchored the boat, 
to land a fish we had hooked nearly a mile upstream. We 
concluded that our arrival in such a location, and the 
statue’s, could have, quite easily, been otherwise.
A few days later I emailed a picture of the statue, 
along with a brief account of its unearthing, to a friend 
who is a poet and Zen teacher. "That’s Hotei," he wrote 
back, "the happy Buddha. He found you because you 
were paying attention."
Even my tertiary research told me that Hotei loved to 
drink beer and was happiest as a rambler. Known as the 
magnanimous laughing Buddha with the big belly, Hotei 
is often rendered in ink on rice paper or in bronze with 
a palm pressed against his ample waistline. Caretaker of 
children and patron of bartenders, Hotei, said to be an 
incarnation of the Bodhisattva Miroku, is likely based 
on the hermit Budaishi whose name means "cloth sack": 
he carried one on his back, mostly empty save a wish­
granting fan and candy he gave to youth.
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I spend so much time on moving water during the 
summer adrift in river-time, that clock-time means little 
to me. I launch the boat, I row for several hours, I winch 
the boat onto the trailer, then go home tired, hands 
blistered, hoping there’s a glass of wine left in last night’s 
bottle. Thus, a few weeks had passed before I thought to 
email my mother a picture of the Hotei, to tell her that I’d 
found the figurine while fishing the same stretch of river 
on which we’d scattered Gram’s ashes, down which we’d 
taken her floating a decade earlier.
"I’m speechless," she wrote back "Do you realize 
that Gram used to have a wooden Buddha just like that? 
She kept it on her windowsill on Evelyn Street. Brought 
it back from some trip to Japan. It wasn’t like she was a 
Buddhist or anything."
"All things are ultimately liberated," said 
Shakyamuni. "There is nowhere that they abide."
I’ve had two dreams of Gram since she died. The day 
after her memorial I dreamt that a teacher of mine was 
carrying her across a field, mending her knees with his 
hands, so she could walk again. Recently I dreamt that 
she was living in her own apartment, and in the middle of 
the night she woke me from the living room couch to ask 
for "some shark. For my arm." She was standing, holding 
her bad arm, said it hurt, but that there was some shark 
meat in the fridge, and would I please cook it up for her 
as its oils would make her arm feel better. I rose to do this. 
I was a good boy, she said.
We are doubtless suspect interpreters of our own 
dreams, but I take these dreams to mean that some 
part of me believes she is finding a new form, and that 
the elements of the natural world are aiding in such 
a transformation. "Rock of Ages, cleave for me," she 
must’ve sung at least once in her Baptist youth, "let 
me hide myself in Thee." We are matter and long to be 
received by the Earth that conceived us, which in turn 
receives and reconstitutes us, its children. The journey is 
long, and then we start home, hoping home will have us.
Last fall on a misty afternoon not unlike the ash­
scattering day, I floated Gram’s stretch and, as the boat 
slipped beside a canyon wall, felt the hackles go up on the 
back of my neck I back-rowed, and eddied the boat under 
the cliff and its small, mossy, cushion-sized outcropping. 
A place to rest, if you will, a fine zabuton for a being to sit 
in silence for eternity—she was either always here or she 
never was—knocking, now and then, small stones into 
the river.
Yuba River | Garrett Cotham
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Five Ways of Destroying a Plastic Cup
SHRIRAM SIVARAMAKRISHNAN
1
Re-imagine. The cup as a crane.
Headless. Bodiless. Just the neck.
Its wind-and-water-pipe.
Tighten your grip—gently at first, 
then with greater control. Crush it.
The cup will die of asphyxia.
2
Crush only the bottom half of the neck.
The top-half will balloon. The cup
will become a Portuguese man o' war.
Plastic.
The swollen body giving way 
to impoverished tentacles.
3
Hold the cup horizontally.
Blocked between your palms.
Perform a Namaste.
The rim of the cup settles on its bottom, 
arranging its fleets the way a girl’s frock does 
when she sits to the line, We all fall down!
4
Fold the cup inside out.
Like a T-shirt. It will come to represent 
a shape you will not want to name.
Its anatomy.
A cup is a thing in motion
over epochal time.
5
Discard it as it is. Sooner or later, 
it will be stepped on by mistake. 
Ignore the sound.
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EXPOSURE
NONFICTION | SARAH CAPDEVILLE
Rising 5,000 feet from rocky slopes, Froze-to- Death Plateau opens like a taut palm. Ridges face skyward, crisscrossed by creases of snowmelt, reaching 
back toward the stark blue of alpine lakes. Here, in the 
Beartooth Mountains of south central Montana, the 
wind sidles against the sky and takes advice from the jet 
stream. Carpets of green fade away, from willow brush to 
clumps of sedge to loose talus the color of copper, until, at 
the plateaus thumb, only the slow crumble of mountain 
remains. I have never seen so much sky or land or color. I 
have never felt so small in a place. Despite the severity of 
ravine and cliff, despite the sharpness of the iron-stained 
stones, I have never felt such an absence of edges.
The therapist’s waiting room trickles classical 
radio, Vivaldi and Dvorak, a momentary calm that I 
leave with reluctance as I step into the office. From the 
window, I watch autumn drop maple and oak leaves 
across Pittsburgh’s streets. Lamps and natural light wash 
together like the yolk and whites of an egg. Already it 
feels like the wrong place on the couch to sit, the wrong 
room, the wrong decision to bring myself here. In the 
time I have settled myself onto the couch, the therapist 
has asked too many times how I am doing. I don’t know 
which answer she wants. She watches me with eyebrows 
swooped up in consideration, but the silence of the room 
is a vast space I cannot fill.
"So," she says. "What can I help you with?"
I could begin with the bleak spiral of last week’s 
panic attack With my forehead pressed into my knees, 
clutching the silence while on the phone with a good 
friend. With the words swallowing themselves in my 
mind, until I was barely able to speak or move. I’d briefly 
lost these two cornerstones, words and mobility, and it 
terrified me.
I fold my legs again and let my fingers grasp each 
other. Anxiety, I tell her, my response rehearsed, an easy 
reply, a simple label. The what is uncomplicated; the why 
will be harder.
She cocks her head. "Well, you seem to be handling 
it well," she says, as if I should take her words as a 
compliment, as if this is something she believes I 
desperately needed to hear. "You look pretty composed 
on the outside."
That, I think, is the entire reason I’m here.
In Montana, I’ve given up running with pepper 
spray in the South Hills of Helena. I’m never, without 
a canister in bear country, but this plume of protection 
gives only a false peace of mind here. The mountain Hon 
is a stealth predator, relying on the silence of her paws 
across a bed of pine needles. This is why whitetail deer 
wag their long tufted tails like flags when they run. You 
have been spotted, they say to the predator, to the lion 
crouched behind a screen of juniper. You cannot sneak 
up on me anymore. I’ve often searched the ebony eyes 
of deer for anxiety. Both of us jolt at loud noises and 
carry our presence quietly. But the deer knows what she’s 
running from. Fear and anxiety are entirely different 
animals.
Spotting a mountain lion means she is only circling 
in curiosity. Cougar attacks spring from behind, 
unannounced, unspoken, a stab of canines effective and 
instant. There’s no time to release that screen of stinging 
aerosol. I have never seen a mountain lion, only the 
marks of her passage. I see her in the imprint of her long 
tail swiped in fresh snow, like a watercolor brush void of 
paint. I feel the knead of her claws on deer carcasses, all 
the hair ripped from the hide and spat into a halo around 
tendon and bone. Often I stop in my tracks, caught by a 
soft ebb on my neck I spin around, holding my breath to 
the stillness. The chickadees and juncos fall silent. This 
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is what it feels like to be watched.
One Halloween I dressed as a die. After gluing 
panels of white poster board together, my father helped 
me cut out a hole in the bottom of the box for my legs, 
and a smaller one on top where my head poked out. He 
lined the top hole with gray pipe insulation so the cut 
edges wouldn’t grate on my neck. We glued black dots 
to the sides and made one a flap from which I could 
open and thrust out my right hand for candy. Inside was 
a comforting space, a dim cubical cloak that went from 
my neck to mid-thigh, and if I wiggled around enough 
I could pull myself into this interior of soft white edges, 
disappearing altogether.
Late October brought a cold snap of temperatures 
flirting with zero, and a Halloween of scampering across 
dark lawns in mismatched stages of dress no longer 
seemed like an option. We loaded my die into the back 
of our forest-green Jeep, and my mother took my brother 
and me to the Catholic college in town. In response to 
the weather and parents worrying about frostbite and 
hypothermia, students were handing out candy from 
their dorm rooms. Praise and mock surprise spilled out 
of doorways into the over-packed refuge from winter’s 
early announcement. The hallways eddied and surged 
with Jedi masters and mice, cowboys and wizards, 
dinosaurs and sports stars—and then me in the middle, 
a plodding wide box bumping into fire extinguishers 
clamped to the walls.
I never felt as drawn to the mask-filled holiday as 
my peers. Snickers and Skittles made my stomach ache, 
but above all I skirted away from being the source of 
observation. Sensitive to loud noises, I opted out of 
most haunted houses. Given the chance to participate 
in their production I chose to crouch beneath tables, 
out of sight, and grab people’s ankles. Friends spent 
weeks contemplating their disguises, and I found only 
more and more dread. I wanted to cobble together the 
perfect costume, but if my facade wasn’t immediately 
recognized I felt deprived of any enjoyment. I wanted 
acknowledgement; I feared inquiry.
I loved the die costume so much that the next year 
I repurposed it. A roll of sheeny scarlet wrapping paper 
taped with precision over the flanks of the die and a 
big plastic bow stuck to one corner turned it into a 
present. With temperatures more reasonable that fall, I 
roamed in a hurried shuffle with groups of kids through 
the neighborhood, grinning in doorways, endowed 
with a rare sense of confidence. "You’re a present," the 
homeowners said, and I nodded in enthusiastic relief. 
They never asked me to pull back layers of wrapping 
paper and black construction paper and poster board 
to where I hugged my knees in the hushed recess. They 
never asked the question I dread: "And who are you?"
When I was little, my father tells me, I would dip 
into a subdued silence that sometimes broke into tears. 
I was a sensitive kid, and found the world full of sharp 
edges.
"What’s wrong?" he would ask.
And I would reply, "Anything."
Diethyltoluamide. My mouth tumbles over its 
pronunciation. Out here, my speech flows easily through 
kinnikinnick, thimbleberry, tamarack. But this green 
bottle of eighty percent DEET bug repellant labeled with 
too many words in all-caps glares with its chemicals. 
I stand in my Forest Service uniform and stare at the 
subalpine fir crashed across the path. I’m working this 
summer as a wilderness ranger, and this year has been a 
plague of windstorms flattening dead trees across system 
trails. I’m supervising two interns, and I can tell they 
are already fed up with the trail-clearing, sawing tree 
after fallen tree. Chainsaws are prohibited in federally- 
designated wilderness areas, and we haul around a six- 
foot long, half-century-old crosscut to saw through 
knotted logs.
I wave a cloud of mosquitoes out of my vision. Up 
ahead more fallen trees tangle against the trail, some live 
and soft, others dead and brittle, all in this wet pocket 
humming with bugs keen on our blood. We’ll surely be 
spending a good two hours here, moving only our arms 
back and forth with the slice of saw. My skin is already 
sticky with sweat, and like the soft leaves of Rocky 
Mountain maples and plump huckleberries, I know 
that it is permeable. The diethyltoluamide will soak into 
my roots. Like every day that season, I pass on the bug 
repellent. I grasp the crosscut saw and keep pulling, 
shaking my head like a gnat-plagued horse.
The mosquitos and chiggers continue to lift from 
their dens in the brush and swarm. They are overjoyed at 
my hippie conduct. Occasionally they are brash and buzz 
at my eyes and forehead, but the clever ones find stealthy 
places to bite, always the back of something: the back of 
my legs, the back of my arms, behind my ears. When I 
get out of the mountains, that ridge of bone behind my 
left ear will become so swollen I cannot fully turn my 
neck. Welts and bumps pepper my legs and hairline, but 
in the shower, I can only wash away sweat and mud and 
clumped webs from spiders and budworms. Lines of 
imbedded dirt congregate like freckles on my forearm, 
a feature of my body I’ll be reluctant to scrub away for 
months.
Before the mirror, I twist my head and examine 
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the damage, and then step back and stare at myself as 
a whole. Brown hair curled from sweat and swims in 
alpine lakes. Cheeks flushed with sunburn and dry heat. 
Shoulders and biceps toned from all those hours pulling 
the crosscut saw back and forth, back and forth. I flex my 
arms at my reflection, and despite the stubborn grime 
and sunburn and bug bites, I find the rare jewel of liking 
what I see.
The Finnish village stands as a collection of 
lackluster buildings set among a plane of parking lots. 
Herds of reindeer click their wide hooves across the 
asphalt. Up the brushy bank from the lakeshore, a man 
sells fried fish from his small stand, the bony trout 
crisp and wrapped in tin foil. The grocery store sits one 
people that same freedom, a law that knocks away private 
property in the name of mushroom- and lingonberry- 
gathering. As long as I don’t climb into people’s homes or 
back porches, I can walk from riverbank to boat launch 
with no fear of being somewhere I’m not meant to be.
I place my handful of items on the register’s belt. 
The clerk scans them, places them in a plastic bag, and 
mumbles something in Finnish to me, undoubtedly the 
total stated in green block letters on the screen above the 
till. I hand her a note, and she returns my change. "Kiitos," 
I say, its spill short enough to hide any accent. Thank you. 
She nods and moves on to the customer behind me with 
no pause. No one in the store has given me pause. My 
Swedish heritage passes me as Finnish, and the typical 
Nordic reserve doesn’t ask much anyway. I don’t stand
”Hey bear,” I call, but what I really mean is I am here.
parking lot back from the town’s main road, which turns 
either southward for fifty kilometers to Ivalo, the closest 
airport, or northward toward the cookie-cutter coast of 
Norway. Up there, edging towards the Barents Sea, the 
forest knows it’s running out of continent. Pines and 
spruce drop away to stubby birch forests and mosquito- 
choked bogs.
In the grocery store, I hold a cup of yogurt in my 
palm and try deciphering the long string of letters on 
its label. Some foods are also branded in Norwegian 
and Swedish, languages of Germanic origin, one step 
closer to English. But the words beneath this particular 
blank spoonful of yogurt give no indication of what’s 
inside. After a semester studying abroad in Spain, I am 
working at a husky kennel for sled dogs nine kilometers 
up the road, and because my main form of transport is 
a creaking bike with questionable brakes, I don’t make 
it into town often. I can speak more Finnish to the dogs 
then I can to people. Istua, odota, I command, setting 
their bowls of kibble on the ground. Paws tremble and 
warm eyes watch me with a degree of devotion I can’t 
shake off. I’ve done nothing but stir kibble and expired 
chicken into their tins. Nothing to gain their trust, and 
yet their eyes cling to mine without fear. Odota, I repeat, 
the vowels drawn out, hung in anticipation. Wait.
Out here, there are no fences. Boreal forests stretch 
to lake, then bog, then forest again, a landscape ambling 
without constraints. The reindeer browsing in the back 
lot of the grocery store have only one road to cross, then 
hundreds of unbroken kilometers wherever the compass 
point spins. The Scandinavian right to roam ensures 
out. No one thinks to inquire. I pass through the sliding 
doors into the low light of summer, where the reindeer 
know no borders, where the dogs love me for the easiest 
of gestures.
"Hey bear."
There’s no nearby bear I know of, but it’s the potential 
I’m addressing. This statement is habit, a courtesy given 
to the bear who might not hear me over the mumbling 
creek. She might crash away into the brush, or she might 
know no other action than to lunge and cuff with paws 
that rip stumps from the earth. Once, hiking with my 
father through a narrow canyon northeast of Yellowstone 
National Park, I spotted a small footprint in the mud 
of the trail: the stamp of a grizzly cub. Its toes fell in a 
straight line above the pad, unlike the curved impression 
of a black bear. "Hey bear," we called all the way through 
that bottleneck of canyon, announcing our progress loud 
over the tumbling roar of Sky Top Creek. We never saw 
the cub or its mother, felt only the thrill of their presence.
"Hey Bear." Sometimes in my rapture with the sky I 
forget. But in thick lodgepole stands or edging around a 
blind corner on the trail, it usually comes instinctively. I 
call out the warning in a smooth, sing-song voice, though 
it has only been directed at a bear a few times. Sometimes, 
in willow thickets, it’s, "Hey Moose." Sometimes, in the 
springtime, I step softly past mule deer and their speckled 
fawns. "Hey mama," I murmur at their sharp hooves. 
Mostly I’m heard by Clark’s nutcrackers, subalpine 
spruce, arrowleaf balsamroot, voles, bark beetles, yellow 
columbine. Sloping ravines lengthen my throat. Leaves 
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of quaking aspen open my lips.
"Hey bear," I call, but what I really mean is I am here.
Pittsburgh feels like a grid of concrete boundaries 
stretched by tight wires of screeching wheels. Confined 
by the fluctuating tangle of bus schedules, I purchase a 
bike. I want to know this new landscape—the anchor of 
my graduate writing program—through my own energy, 
at a pace to match its scale. I bike its neighborhoods into 
my head: Regent Square, Garfield, the Strip District, 
Downtown, Southside Flats, Edgewood. I follow the 
rivers, the tree-lined streets, the buffer of bike lanes. 
Drawn to water and bridges, I can now pronounce 
"Monongahela" without stumbling. "On your left," I call 
out, weaving among pedestrians beneath the sturdy span 
of the Rachel Carson Bridge. I think, perhaps, a physical 
independence amplified on wheels will chase away this 
gnawing feeling of having no mountains to run to.
One Monday evening, I roll to a stop in the center 
lane before a red light. I’m on my way to a Middle Eastern 
restaurant to meet some classmates and a professor for 
dinner, and the streets and sidewalks around me surge 
with drivers and students weary to get home. Autumn 
sunlight spreads soft across the buildings and glints off 
windshields. I stand in place over my bike, surrounded 
at every turn by the metropolitan rumble of engines and 
jabbing horns that, no matter my freedom of movement, 
sets me on edge. And in that moment, feet planted on 
asphalt and my bike only an angled collection of metal 
beneath me, I have lost that mobility.
Perhaps it is the street bathed in sunlight from too 
many sources that makes me invisible. That’s what the 
driver eventually says, that she never saw me. I look 
up across the intersection and there it is, a black sedan 
swallowing the space between us. My body snaps to 
paralysis. Frozen, numb. I have no movement left in me. 
I open my mouth but the words don’t make it past my 
lips. The impact comes head-on, her glossy black grill 
to my rubber tire, a force that tosses me several feet 
onto the hard plane of the road. I don’t remember the 
airborne moment between collisions. One second I am 
standing and then my palms are scraping against asphalt.
The basket zip-tied to the back of my bike has 
snapped off, a black rain jacket and books spread across 
the roadway. My first impulse is to gather them and 
throw them into the cracked basket, even before the 
woman emerges from her black car.
"Are you alright?" she asks. "I didn’t even see you." A 
sleeve of shame is tightening around my throat. Everyone 
is watching. Students halted on sidewalks. Drivers slowed 
on Fifth Avenue. The man in the lane beside us asking if 
I need him to call 911.
"No," I say, voice choked. "I’m fine, I’m fine." My 
fingers flutter around a book. "Was I wrong?" I ask the 
woman. "Was I in the wrong lane?"
I’m not listening for a response. I feel only a primal 
drive to get off the street, to limp away from all those 
eyes fastened on me.
When I arrive at the restaurant just three blocks 
away, I can’t hide my wavering voice. But there’s a taint of 
gratefulness too. Being hit by the car has shocked away 
the dregs of a panic attack I spiraled through earlier that 
afternoon. Knees against my chest, I had compressed 
myself as small as I could, far into what felt like a dark 
box. "You need some help," my friend said over the 
phone. I clung to her words, 2,500 miles away.
That evening, though, I say, "A car hit me on my bike." 
I breathe in and out. "I’m fine," I add, but there is a stain 
behind those words. It’s easier to admit the bruises that 
show. It’s easier to think one impact overthrows another. 
I didn’t understand that the pieces are all connected.
The afternoon thunderstorm sneaks up oh 
us, its dark clouds obscured by cliffs rising tight above 
Rock Creek. Thunder claps in bellowing echoes within 
the downpour, and by the time my coworker and I get 
back to our packs we are drenched. We’re out monitoring 
campsites for the Forest Service in the Absaroka- 
Beartooth Wilderness. We planned to move up the trail 
to a higher lake that night, and now it’s only a matter of 
waiting out the storm. I hunch beneath an old ponderosa 
pine and the rain just keeps coming down. Relentless, 
rumbling, frigid.
"Do you think we should set up camp here?" my 
coworker asks.
I repeat my internal mantra to him: it can’t last 
much longer. We have a long haul up to Sundance Pass 
tomorrow, and the higher we get tonight the better. This 
is my logical response. My deeper reason stems from 
stubbornness. It’s only rain, no matter how inclement 
or sudden. Exposure to the elements is part of the 
mountains, part of the job.
I move to a cluster of nearby firs and curl my knees 
against my chest, pulling together what warmth I have 
left. I press damp fingers into my armpits. I am sleepy, and 
trying to reason with myself. I am ice, I think. I imagine 
my limbs as hard-packed snow, not muscles pulling heat 
to my core. This is miserable waiting, but I just have to 
stick out the storm. I’ve been soaked before. My eyes 
close, and a voice deep inside whispers hypothermia.
"I really think we should just set up camp here," my 
coworker says, and by now I am beyond the ability to 
form an argument. The rain will surely let up soon, I 
think. But I pull myself up, cracking the ice in my legs.
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Beneath dripping grand firs, it’s a 
methodical process to pull out my 
tent, already damp as I unfurl it on 
a bed of fir needles. The shivering 
begins from my breastbone, tugging 
cords of muscles against my heart. 
Teeth click together like loose stones. 
The rain continues as I finally crawl 
into my tent, peel off wet clothes, 
and slip into my down sleeping bag. 
A water-logged seam on the roof of 
the tent drips steadily into a puddle 
beside my feet.
For four hours the storm 
unpacks across the canyon and lake. 
Wind shakes fir branches above, 
so that even when the rain stops, 
drops of water scatter across the tent 
in a taunting patter. I’ve managed 
to shiver myself warm again, and 
huddled in my sleeping bag, a 
familiar voice of critique warms 
up too. I’m frustrated with myself 
for not noticing the approaching 
thunderheads, for overlooking the 
signs that led up to hypothermia, 
nearing my body’s point of no return. 
I tell myself to thank my coworker 
once the rain has stopped.
Earlier that afternoon I had 
passed a pile of fresh bear scat, and 
I wonder where that bear is now. 
Probably hunkered under a copse 
of firs. When the sun finally cuts 
through the cloud-bank, he will 
shake himself and amble onward, 
no possessions on his domed back. 
His reality pivots around rainstorms, 
and windstorms, and the looming 
approach of autumn across the 
slope. For him the mountains are 
not an escape. Exposure is relative. 
Cocooned from the rain in a 
machine-knit sleeping bag and synthetic tent, I am 
angry at myself for almost letting the storm kill me, for 
believing its wildness held all the answers.
At the end of the session, the therapist is set on 
labeling a diagnosis. She rests a yellow notepad on her 
knee and taps her pen on the paper. She likes to include 
clients in this process, she tells me, to allow them to 
know what clinical stamp they’re receiving on their file.
The Shape of Things | Ser Anderson
I’ve been to a therapist before, and this startles me. I see 
those words as starting points, sharp edges off of which 
to jump. Instead, she makes them feel like panels of a box 
drawing up around me.
I wonder how she sees me, what she watches for. I’m 
a young woman with knotted hands, stiff on the leather 
couch. Does she notice how I’m holding in my stomach, 
how my shoulders slowly hunch to curl around my 
heart? Does she know that the blue headband holding 
back my hair keeps my head warm on frosted mornings 
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in the backcountry?
She considers a few options before settling on 
general anxiety. "Does that seem right to you?" she asks. 
"Yours doesn’t sound too extreme; no panic attacks or 
anything."
"Oh, there are those," I say.
"Oh," she echoes.
I feel guilty for a moment. Her questions fell too 
broad, too open, and I found no place to address the 
catalyst of this appointment. This has always been the 
issue: I struggle to state the obvious. Show don’t tell, and 
I tumble into description.
Yes, panic attacks, I affirm, but I wish I could convey 
where my mind goes in those moments, where I reach 
for comfort. Iron-stained stones at twelve thousand feet, 
watching an endless, edgeless sky for thunderheads. 
White reindeer who slip from the boreal forest without 
a sound, who watch me with eyes that seem to know 
why I’m here. Lodgepole pines in the dead of winter, 
snow-muffled silence and the haunt of a mountain lion. 
A crosscut saw drawing through subalpine fir, back 
and forth, back and forth. A breath, a steady heartbeat, 
a balancing act, until the finely-sharpened teeth cut 
through the dense wood,
Feedback Loop | Katie Craney
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Why Gray Ghosts Haunt
HEATHER McELWAIN
We first met on Kootenay Pass, 2004. All 41 of you, 
huddled, scraping snow for scraps. Few know your name: 
woodland caribou—a faint memory of deja vu 
or word pawing tip of the tongue. But to me,
you are all too familiar. Yet, idealistic. Just out of reach. 
Since, we’ve stalked you up Two Mouth, over Lion’s Head, 
along Smith Creek, into silence of primal boreal innocence. 
I’ve sung for you, wept words for you, tracked your 
snowshoe paths in high alpine, hoping to be haunted.
But only 12 of you possess the Selkirks today. Twelve.
Your phantom hoofprints disclose on game-worn, 
craggy trails up curt slopes. And your gray-brown
hollow guard hairs—snagged by brushwood on narrow 
pathways—breadcrumbs to find home. Because when
I crawl into dream, I smell your musk, feel velvet 
grazing my cheek Your grunts and clicks, a language
I translate in the ribcage. You prowl mind, 
your presence a solace of enduring wild, like ancient
trees fleeced in old man’s beard and witches’ hair, 
vestiges of survival. Like us, you go about day to day,
unaware of dire destiny. Like you, I am preyed upon 
as I seek unbroken ambits of old growth
for a sense of refuge in a world of suffering,
predators, sorrow. I too hide shyness deep in trees,
my eyes also searching and worried. Because my gait 
is plodding and steady too. My nature, naive and meek
Because few will notice when I am gone either.
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How to Become an Intersectional Feminist
NONFICTION | EMILY WITHNALL
1. Make a decision about having children. Reconcile your decision with the contradictory societal expectations 
around motherhood, femininity, heteronormativity and patriarchy. Throw in a liberal dash of anxiety about 
overpopulation and climate change. If you do have kids, question your decision perpetually as you come to terms with 
the likelihood that they will experience extreme weather events, rampant disease, and wars over natural resources.
2. Read all the parenting books you can get your hands on. Recognize slowly that every so-called expert refers 
to their own experience, their own cultural norms, and to studies with questionable methods. Chuck the books with 
your new insight that all children are essentially guinea pigs.
3. Begin to teach your children all the things you are trying so hard to learn and failing to practice. Develop 
newfound respect for the saying, "Do as I say, not as I do."
4. Refuse to let your daughters watch Disney princess movies. When they ask why these movies are forbidden, 
explain how problematic it is that young girls are expected to be white, thin, blonde, able-bodied, heterosexual, and 
reliant on men to save them.
5. One night, while your seven-year old is brushing her teeth and she pauses to ask you how two women make 
a baby, tell her everything. Adoption will be the easiest to explain. Realize you'll have to revisit the topic from time 
to time.
6. Realize also, based on the aforementioned conversation about procreation, that it is time to come out to your 
kids. Struggle to explain why being gay is seen as a big deal and why you can’t legally get married.
7. Buy your kids A Young People's History of the United States by Howard Zinn. Read it to them before bedtime 
once you realize they will not read it on their own.
8. Move to Missoula, Montana, and immediately question your choice when you realize that everywhere you 
look, you see white people who like to ski. Although you are also white and like to ski, this brings apprehension, 
self-questioning about life choices, and discomfort as you acknowledge that your integration into an outdoorsy, 
environmentalist community does not actually change anything about the privileges from which you have already 
benefited.
9. Show your daughters videos of the water cannons used in freezing conditions on the Water Protectors at 
Standing Rock Show them the dog attacks, too. And when other people question your parenting choices, tell them 
your kids’ knowledge of these abuses is not a lot to endure considering that people of color have to instruct their kids 
about how to act when they encounter the police.
10. Bring your daughters to a talk by Patrisse Cullors, one of the founders of Black Lives Matter. During the 
question-and-answer session, tell your daughters you will explain later every time someone in the audience asks a 
racist question. When you leave and walk home gingerly over sheets of ice, explain why Patrissee Cullors refused to 
answer questions like, "Why doesn't Black Lives Matter make the movement more palatable to white people?"
11. When Donald Trump is elected president, convey the news to your daughters in one sentence because 
there's nothing you know how to say anymore. Ten days later, try to explain what his election means for the people
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who are already the most vulnerable. Fail to find the appropriate balance between truth and hope and watch as your 
daughter cries and cries in the dark kitchen.
12. Volunteer for the Womens March on Montana. Go into college classrooms and tell the students about the 
ways the March is about standing up for human rights. Repeat the phrase, "Women's rights are human rights."
13. Procure two pink felt pussy hats to wear at the Womens March. Give one to your youngest daughter because 
she thinks it's hilarious and she loves cats. Keep the other hat for yourself because your oldest daughter, knowing the 
context, does NOT think it's funny.
14. Bring your daughters to the Women's March on Montana in Helena, the state capitol, on January 21, 2017. 
Pack glove warmers, boot warmers, and thermoses filled with hot chocolate. Stand in 21-degree weather waving 
hand-painted signs and listening to the Native songs and prayers. Hold a rainbow striped sign aloft with Native 
poet Joy Harjo’s words in big letters: "I am not afraid of love or its consequence of light." They are the first lines of 
her poem about how to keep going when your community has been subjected to oppression, genocide, and poverty. 
Acknowledge that you are standing on land that once was home to the Cheyenne, Crow, Sioux, and Little Shell 
Chippewa,
15. Watch as your youngest daughter digs a snow pit and climbs into it like a ground squirrel burrowing into 
the earth for insulation. Watch as your oldest daughter launches herself forward through the throng of 10,000 people 
to get closer to the music. Dance with your youngest daughter in her snow pit. Watch as a woman with a pro-choice 
sign converses with a man—the one lone protester at the March—carrying a pro-life banner.
16. Feel grateful that the March represents a full spectrum of Montanans: Arleen Adams of the Salish Tribe, 
Water Protectors Lauren Small Rodriguez Tsitsistas, Brandi King of the Nakoda, Lakota, and Amskapi Pilanii tribes, 
Kiela Bird of the Amskapi Pikanii Tribe, Rae Peppers of the Crow Tribe, Dr. Ruth Ann Swaney of the Hidatsa, Nakota, 
and Lakota tribes, Judith Heilman of the Montana Racial Equity Project, trans advocate Bree Sutherland, and sexual 
assault survivor advocate Deb O’Neill. Hope that such inclusion might reflect an alternate vision to the reality of 
our situation—which is to say that it's not our new president alone we stand against. What Trump did not create: 
ICE raping immigrants crossing the border from Mexico, racial profiling by police and courtroom criminalization 
of black people, the poisoning of reservations in the name of nonrenewable energy resource extraction, and the 
murders of transgender people.
17. Become ashamed when after the March you read a statement about how the pussy hats people wore 
across the nation at all the Womens Marches essentialized gender and rendered trans people—and transwomen in 
particular—invisible. Think about violence against women and the importance of reproductive rights, and consider 
also the violence against transwomen. Remain aware that we are fighting not just for ourselves but for each other. Do 
not let the shame immobilize you. Admit that we all must meet each other where we are. Accept responsibility for 
remaining open to new knowledge that will help you learn to be a stronger ally.
18. Read articles confirming this viewpoint when you have become too uncomfortable by articles critiquing 
the Women's March and the people it did not include, or included too late. Feel invigorated by the possibility that 
everyone is on a journey, that you're all heading in the same direction and that "intersectional feminism"—the new 
buzzword—is possible. This does not have to be a holier-than-thou pissing contest.
19. Drive your daughter to Taekwondo and talk about these ideas with her. Tell her about all the new activist 
groups that have emerged, all the political work people are now doing, and all the ways so many people are not 
complacent anymore. Wait for her enthusiasm. Listen as she asks, "But mama, when things don't affect white people 
anymore, will they still act?"
20. Recognize that whatever knowledge or power you thought you had is now squarely in the hands of your 
kids. Hope that you will prove to be an attentive student.
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At night, we stare through the lit landscape of spiders, 
their darned whorl at the lip of windows: origamied 
flies, lost eyes, a sameness to them. I insulate from quadrants 
of resistance and count all the dead things. Every morning 
at the thin edges of the house, maggots take the ripening. Wicked 
junipers picked by finches leave us breathless. We wander 
over ankle burrs and twisted cactus symmetries. Silence spreads 
for a while—then we name things that are persistent: 
doves framing the limit of dry air with their pointed narrations, 
the dense, pulsing pollen. We unhinge a trapped mouse 
for the wild cat folding to the crate he hates. The cat paces 
the grid, clamors against metal as he sifts our voices. He’s swift 
to dissemble and swallow our offering, but doesn’t take it 
as indulgence. He slips to the side with the spittle left 
on his lips, then turns and wets the prison. We leave, but even 
where we go, we hear him flaying the paper, constricted.
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Strixfunus
FICTION I GORDON BROWN
We’ve been walking in silence for an hour now, climbing up a deer trail, winding around tangled pines. There’s a thin line of frozen 
mud where a path has worn through the carpet of dead 
leaves. The only sound other than the distant murmur of 
the shallow creek is a muted crack when our boots break 
through the thin crust of sleet.
"Are we close?" I call up to Andy.
"Yeah," he says, catching his breath and adjusting 
the straps of his backpack, "Just a bit more."
We clear the rise and carefully make our way down 
the other side, grabbing at the cold, slick roots of trees 
to steady us as the heels of our boots cut rivets into the 
ground.
They’re dying. The trees, that is. A mighty sheet of 
ice, miles high, withdrew from this place at the end of 
the last ice age. At long last, the earth is now beginning 
to crinkle and rise up, and the trees can’t seem to cling 
to the ground as it bubbles and swells. Gravity forgives 
no one.
We reach the creek and clamber across the fallen 
trunk of an Acer saccharum. Its bark peels off under my 
fingernails and exposes the blood-colored cambium. We 
climb the hill on the opposite bank, stoop to our hands 
and knees. There’s another plateau of level ground, 
dotted again with black pines, and beyond, the hill rises 
again and I can see the house.
Part of the foundation juts out over nothing, 
exposing the rusted guts of old pipes. The edge of the 
hill has been sliding downward. Soil creep, it’s called.
"We’re here," Andy says, grunting as he pulls himself 
up the final rise. Our shoes scrape hard against the 
shattered remains of what was once a driveway. The front 
door is locked and there’s a faded bill citing a county 
statute on trespassing, but the door to the kitchen is just 
hanging on by a single hinge. Andy pulls it open and we 
step inside.
There are still yellow lines on the floors and walls 
from where the stove and fridge used to be. The windows 
have been smashed by old vandals. Here and there on the 
doorframes are scratches of "Todd and Amy Forever," 
"Class of 91," even "Jacob and Frank" etched low in the 
corner where maybe they thought nobody would look.
The floor groans and I can hear loose dirt slipping 
outside. It holds us, though, and we enter what was 
once a living room. There’s the wreck of a couch here, 
smashed in half and now sprouting moss where the 
fabric’s rotted away. A Forficula auricularia flexes its 
pincers at us and then skitters down into the cushions. 
I make a mental note to add that in our report. Earwigs 
are bad for crops and the few farmers still here have had 
bad enough winters already.
We find the stairs and Andy tests each one before we 
put our full weight on it. At the top there’s a few old cans 
ofbeer. The "best-consumed-by" stamp reads SEP-20-04. 
We pass a few rooms, all empty except for the last one on 
the left. There’s a bedframe there—nothing else.
Andy finds the latch to the attic. He pulls it down 
and a set of stairs unfolds, stiff in its hinges. We pull 
ourselves up and crouch in the darkness. Andy unzips 
his backpack but I’ve got a flashlight on my keychain. A 
solitary beam of yellow sweeps across the darkness. Just 
the wispy ghosts of spider webs and—there it is.
I motion to Andy, but he’s already seen it: a small 
nest, not much bigger than my fist, nestled up in the 
rafters at the far end. There are three eggs inside, about 
the size of a nickel and colored the faintest shade of 
raincloud grey. Andy pulls out the measuring tape and 
whispers over to me as I start scratching down the notes.
"Nest...approximately eleven centimeters in 
diameter....eggs...three...each approximately two 
centimeters...appear to match nest and eggs of Strix 
funus"
Andy gingerly picks up an egg, holding it between 
his thumb and forefinger, bringing it in front of his 
flashlight. The scratch of my pen stops and I look over 
his shoulder, but the translucent web of veins that should 
be there isn’t.
We stand for a moment, there in the dark.
"Andy, I’m so sorry, man."
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"It’s...okay. It’s okay."
We stand another minute or two, and then we feel 
the house shudder. Andy grunts something like, "Come 
on then," and I follow him down the ladder.
The sun’s starting to dip below the black tips of the 
pine trees and the few scattered clouds sweeping down 
from over the lake are tinged with pink. We slide down 
through the dead leaves and mud. I think I hear the 
house creak behind us. More loose dirt crumbles away. 
I can’t really tell if it’s just from us. I don’t say anything 
more until we cross the creek again.
"Do you think they.. .know, I guess?"
"What? That they’re going extinct?"
"Yeah."
Andy shrugs.
"They’re smart. I think they know something’s 
wrong."
We don’t say anything else for the rest of the way 
back. Near the end, the wind starts to pick up and 
we pause at the tree line, listening to the groan of the 
branches and the sound, off in the distance, of something 
gigantic crashing to the ground,
Palm Collages | John Chavers
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PLYMOUTH ROCK 
STANDING ON ITS HEAD
NONFICTION | MICHAEL LEHMAN
The strange girl was sitting by the kitchen fire in a folding camp chair. Nine or ten years old, face blank as the moon, straight black bangs. On her lap 
a shopping bag of scraps of fabric she was knotting into 
rag dolls. I was around that fire all day keeping big pots of 
water boiling for the dishes.
"They got you working all the time," the strange girl 
said. She had a voice without intonation.
I said I'd just as soon be busy. She laughed, which she 
said made little creatures jump out of her head and run 
around on the ground and she had to gather them up in 
her hands to put them back. She held up her hand to show 
them to me.
"I can't see what you see," I said.
This was happening in the middle of camp, outside 
the kitchen tent, under the rattling Rosebud Nation 
and POW-MIA flags mounted on long curving stalks 
of driftwood from the river. Tents and tipis, horses, the 
powwow announcer on the loudspeaker in the main 
camp. He got better and better as the days went by.
"Get up! Get up! This is not a vacation! We are here 
for a reason! We are here to kill the black snake!"
"Here," said the strange girl. She handed me a knotted 
piece of blue cloth. "He will help you find your way."
"I'll keep it in my pocket," I said.
"Not it. Him."
"Oh, right, him."
I was humoring her and a little frightened, but I kept 
him in my pocket the whole time I was there. In my head 
I called him the Blue Dude. An homage to Tracy Morgan.
The strange girl was the one who made me feel like I 
was in a different country. Because America would have 
put her on a shelf, drugged her, high-fived her, praised her 
positive attitude.
The Lakota did none of that, not that I saw. She was 
an element of their strength. There was power in that flat, 
oracular voice. A tough-looking woman with cursive 
tattoos on her arms drove up and loaded the girl and her 
dolls into the car.
I tried to get up at first light every morning. The river 
always looked new and strange. The kitchen ladies would 
want hot water as soon as they could get it. They started 
cooking at dawn. Pancakes, homefries with onions, 
scrambled eggs with bacon or sausage and cheese and 
salsa, endless jugs of coffee. I loved that food. The kind of 
food you dream about after a season in the wilderness. I'd 
been all around to all the kitchens and decided to camp 
by Rosebud because their coffee was the strongest.
I got on there by standing in the gloom of the kitchen 
tent with a cup in my hand until one of them said, "If 
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you're in here, you're working." She handed me a big 
frying pan. "That's our egg pan. What do you think of 
that?"
I held it up to the light coming through the door. The 
Teflon coating was all torn up, like someone had actually 
tried to scrub it out with a spoon and given up partway. 
"Put a bunch of grease in there, it'll be all right," I said.
She pointed out a box of hydrogenated shortening 
and pretty soon I was frying batches of scrambled eggs.
The kitchen ladies were patient, in their way, with 
the refugees from middle class America who would come 
into the kitchen to earn a little merit and might, at any 
moment, launch into a lecture about, say, the evils of 
mass-market peanut butter.
"We don't want that organic stuff in here," one of the 
kitchen ladies said with a girlish smile. "We don't know 
how to cook it." They'd take any of the donated food with 
an organic label and throw it in a box outside for the 
hippies to cart away.
A gray-eyed woman brought her guitar out to the 
fire one night and leaned it against a camp chair. It was
Did you exchange
a walk-on part in the war
for a lead role in a cage?
I heard her say to someone else some other time she'd 
done 28 days in solitary for some bullshit and when they 
let her out she didn't even know her own name.
There was a tall thin black kid from Emporia, Kansas. 
He said his name kind of quiet so I just called him Kansas.
"What's it like there?"
"It's a shitshow. Buncha cops with nothing better to 
do."
He'd come out to the Dakotas for wild horses and 
ended up on the pipeline. You can walk up to a wild horse 
and talk to it and put a rope on it and break it, which 
means holding on and getting back on when they throw 
you until they let you sit on their back. That's all "breaking" 
means, and then if you want you can keep them.
"How did you get into that?"
"I didn't really, I'm just good with animals."
"You're just some crazy guy who's like 'I'm gonna go
Battle of the Bands | Chad Hanson
missing the second string, and the fourth string had a ride some wild horses?"' 
twig stuck in the bridge instead of a pin. "Pretty much."
She played and sang really well, even on that messed He would pick up live coals with his fingers to light 
up guitar. That Pink Floyd song: his cigarettes.
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We were walking on the road together, I don't 
remember why, maybe we just both happened to be going 
that way.
"You know that hurts me," I said. "With the coals. It's 
kind of weird to be in a place where I can just say that. I 
mean I spend most of my life hiding those kind of things. 
But when I see you do that my own hands feel like they're 
burning. Even if it doesn’t hurt you."
"I never said it didn't hurt," he said.
Another time, I stopped in the dusk on the road to 
watch the motionless herons fishing in the calm water 
behind the camp. A woman I didn't know came walking 
by and said her brother loved herons and turned into one 
when he died and he would have wanted to be here and he 
was. I couldn't really see her face in the gloom.
The next day there was a thunderstorm. Unforked 
lightning over the ridge behind the main camp. A thin, 
cold curtain of big raindrops swept over and was gone.
I moved my own tent back through the willow and 
cottonwood with their yellowing leaves to a low place, 
but not so low it would catch the icy air that flows along 
a river late at night. The Dakota hills are all little dips 
and local wrinkles, and when you finally get down to the 
Missouri, it's as wide as the old song promised.
I had a big old tarp and I hung it from a friend­
ly-looking tree and stretched it out over the peak of my 
tent and low to the ground at the edges. It took me half 
a day, hauling that tarp down against the wind, cutting 
stakes and a center pole out of fallen oak branches and 
hammering them into the pasture, roping off the corners 
of the tarp so they wouldn't tear in the wind. I was 
sunburnt and freezing by the time it was done.
I went into the kitchen tent and gulped hot coffee out 
of a styrofoam cup. I sat down on an overturned bucket 
and stuck my legs out in front of me. I had no thoughts, 
I only felt the pleasure of the heat in my belly and on my 
hands.
"My grandpa was one of those worker Lakotas," said
The Dakota hills are all little dips and local wrinkles, and when you 
finally get down to the Missouri, it’s as wide as the old song promised.
I asked C, the camp boss, leaning on his stick looking 
over the river, "When will the storm get here?"
"That was it," he said. "Didn't you notice?"
C is part of the story, even though he said there was 
nothing to say about him. For some reason he didn't stick 
out unless you knew his role. The one time I heard him 
acknowledge it he called himself "head of security." He 
was about fifty or sixty, tall, broad-shouldered, long black 
hair in braids, always in clean clothes. He would usually 
be standing by the fire near the river that they called the 
sacred fire, which the Lakota men never let go out, or in 
the yard and de facto street between the big army tents 
and the flags, and he was always watching everything, 
the hills behind the big camp, the ridge behind his own 
camp, the cars on the highway, the people coming and 
going, the clouds in the sky.
After the storm a cold, hard west wind set in and 
blew for days, crushing many of the abandoned tents 
along the river. There was nothing wrong with leaving 
them up, I guess, if they made the camp look stronger 
to the helicopters and planes that were always circling 
overhead. But after they were flattened the security guys 
rolled them up and threw them in the dump trailer. 
another man drinking coffee in the tent. "He was busy 
farming all the time making sure there was money for 
everyone. Taught me to drive a big old truck when I was 
nine years old cause he didn't have no one else to do it." 
He was on the edge of being old, this man, his long black 
hair a little thin in places, face a little sunk back. He wore 
insulated coveralls with zippers on the side of the legs.
"Him and my grandma were together for 70 years. 
She died in her nineties and he went a little while after. 
Seventy years, that's a long time."
"That's a lifetime," I said, and threw my cup in the 
trash and walked back to finish setting up my camp.
A day or two later I was by the kitchen fire in evening 
before dinner, and I heard C say, "They're gonna start the 
sweat now."
I went over by the sweathouse. The trees in that part 
of camp had been planted in rows, and the sweat was a 
low circle of branches lashed and woven, covered with 
moving blankets and tarps and more blankets in an 
avenue of trees, birches with just a few leaves left on one 
side, junipers on the other. There was a long rectangular 
pit in front where the fire was burning and a stack of clean 
dry firewood. I saw the man who'd been in the kitchen, 
the nine-year old who'd learned to drive his grandfather's 
truck grown old, blowing smudge smoke over a buffalo
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skull and bundles of dried herbs and other special things 
that were arranged in front of the sweathouse door and I 
thought, if he's running it, I'll give it a try.
C watched me take my shirt off. I think he was 
checking for tattoos.
We crawled in the door of the sweathouse and waited 
together without speaking in the dark. C's son passed 
glowing hot rocks through the door with a pitchfork and 
then the door flapped and shut out the light again. The 
rocks looked like they had been dug up out of the firepit 
outside. I think they were the rocks of that exact place. 
Someone would put a sprig of juniper on each one and 
sometimes the sprig would flare into flame and you could 
see faces for a moment. They ladled water over the rocks 
and the darkness got really hot. Fever hot, flying through 
invisible space hot. There was a lot of praying going on but 
I didn't understand much of it because of all the Lakota 
words and because my noodle was cooked. Someone 
started beating a drum loud and steady and people sang 
piercing high plains songs. I thought our hearts must all 
be beating at the same moment, with the drum. For a 
long time toward the end I had my head down near the 
mushroom-smelling ground, trying to survive the heat.
We crawled out under the stars and the cold was 
delicious. I couldn't even stand up for a long time and 
I was coughing from deep in the roots of my chest. I 
half-crawled over to where someone had left bottles of 
water out on a stump and drank one down. People were 
standing quiet around the fire, or quietly putting on their 
clothes. M, the man who ran the sweat that night, stood 
by the fire holding a long pipe with a red stone bowl. I 
thought he was saying he wasn't going to smoke it until 
he had gone up on the hills and fasted and sat out in the 
weather and heard that it was time but then he lit it up 
with an ordinary Bic lighter and passed it around.
"Thank you," I said to him, in passing, as the circle 
was breaking up. They were the first words I'd spoken in 
hours.
"Keep coming back," he said.
I got leftover soup from the kitchen and walked back 
to my tent with incredible slowness. I slept and dreamed 
the first of a series of strange, intense dreams. I was with 
all the people from the camp, and we were walking on 
a road. The sunlight in the dream was real sunlight, the 
eyes of the people were real eyes.
"This pipeline shit is a distraction, man," M said. 
"Those actions, the cops, none of that matters. The only 
way it matters is it brought all these people together here. 
So the pipeline people are part of this, too, in their own 
way, even if they don't know it."
First light around the wood heater in the eating tent, 
the big dark army surplus canvas flapping in the wind. 
Cigarette smoke curling around his long fingers. A cup 
of hot coffee held against the place where the cartilage is 
torn in the center of my chest.
M said he was waiting for a certain number of 
messengers, without knowing what form they would 
take. This was our chance to set the world right before it 
was destroyed.
"So it will be like it was, with the land and the animals. 
Without—" his voice grew soft as if he hesitated to reveal 
this—"someone controlling you all the time."
He said, "I dreamed all this, this camp, all these 
people coming together."
I said, "You're in my dream, too."
After the sweat my dreams tangled with the sounds 
of the camp. One night a guy being chased by the cops on 
the highway turned into the main camp and hit a tipi and 
almost ran over the girl inside.
Hundreds of voices raised in anger. Not the orches­
trated sound of protest. The urgency of an attack in the 
night. A security guard I talked to later said, "Half of us 
were trying to protect him and the other half was trying 
to stomp his ass. Throwing logs on his car and shit. Cops 
probably saved his life."
One morning, just once, just as the red top of the sun 
was cresting the hills above the Missouri, mist snaking 
through the pasture, my neighbor across the road sang a 
morning prayer behind his tarp windbreak.
C stopped me in the path between the army tents.
"Look," he said. "It's the Comanche."
They were proceeding down the opposite bank of 
the river in ceremonial gear, feathers vibrating in the 
sunlight. C had a way of standing that was almost like 
a salute. His wife was with him. We stood and watched 
them go by.
Later, in the early afternoon, I was fixing part of my 
tarp that the wind had torn. C drove down the road in an 
old minivan, his son beside him scanning the ridgeline 
across the river with binoculars.
"Mike!" C said to me through the van window as they 
went by. "They need warriors on the front line right now."
I thumbed down a Datsun pickup at the security 
gate where the dirt road in the pasture met the highway. 
There were two young women in the front and two young 
guys in the camper shell. We stopped in the middle of the 
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main camp to get directions.
"Downtown Indiandaplis," one of the guys said.
"Daplopolis," the other one said.
"Lake Daplgone," I said. "That's what I call it."
Back on the road they were talking and joking about 
all kinds of things, video games and people I didn't 
know. They were Native kids from I think they said near 
Albuquerque, but they kept circling back to the action we 
were headed toward. Whatever that was, we didn't know. 
They mentioned there would be provocateurs hidden 
in the crowd trying to stir up trouble so they could pin 
serious charges on people.
"Just don't do anything they can pin on you," I said.
"What if you see a cop beating up an old lady?" one 
of them said.
"Slug him and do the time with a smile."
One of them brought out a stick of kindling wood and 
lit the end with a lighter and ran the smoke over his head 
with his hands and passed it around. It smelled sweet and 
dusty and calm somehow like afternoon sunlight.
"Palo Santo," they said. The smoke uncoiled in loops 
and waves from the square end of the stick.
We didn't go far up the highway. There were a bunch 
of cars parked by the side of the road. The driver pulled 
over and opened our back hatch.
"Ok," she said. "Here's what's going on. The Comanche 
came up here to pray. But the cops wouldn't let 'em. So 
were here to make sure the cops don't come back."
We spilled out of the camper. There were a whole 
bunch of people milling around in the highway. A sheriff1 s 
truck, late to the party or just passing through on his way 
somewhere else, was surrounded by kids bellowing and 
banging on his hood while he crept through the crowd. 
Kids like I'd see in the big camp sometimes, camouflage 
clothes, face masks, often with sheath knives on their 
belts. The driver of the truck we'd rode in on seemed 
bored and wanted to go a couple of miles further up the 
road to where the cops were said to be staging their forces. 
She was very pretty.
On one side of the road the land out to the horizon 
was bulldozed up to the barbed wire fence on top of the 
roadbank, which was covered now in colored ribbons. 
So there it was—the black snake. I expect that's why 
the Comanche wanted to pray there. They commenced 
to drum and sing. Someone came by sprinkling what 
looked like rock salt along the fenceline. The Comanches' 
sound was beautiful. People raised their hands to the sky. 
I heard shouts of pure joy. It was over very quickly.
People started walking back to camp in the 
right-hand lane of the highway. One of the drummers 
and a singer started up again. I saw a hawk circling over 
the brown fields, the knot of people moving down the 
road ahead of us in the low northern sun. The leaves of a 
lone cottonwood that had been standing by the road for 
a long, long time shimmered and sailed in the breeze. A 
big Samoan-looking guy closed his eyes and lifted up his 
open palms and fingertips up to the music and the sun.
A police helicopter roared over and circled. People 
flipped it off and then quickly shifted from fingers to 
raised fists. I wrote a poem in my head about the fists:
Homespun blood and bone
Half the work I will ever do
I raise it knowing how easily it might be shattered
If I did not know it might be shattered it would not be 
my fist
"What do you think of this march?" said a big kid 
with a black balaclava and sunglasses. He was leaning 
over me and puffing out his chest. Maybe I should have 
said my poem to him and failed in that moment my 
responsibilities as a poet. But I didn't want to startle him 
with unexpected language. I tried to relate the poem in 
plainer terms.
The kid replied that Native people raise the left fist, 
because it is closer to the heart. (A quick visual survey 
of the mostly-Native crowd showed the fists distributed 
more to the right than left. I wondered if he couldn't see 
this.) And he didn't expect me to know this important 
information because I was a cop.
I said there were undoubtedly infiltrators of various 
stripe in the crowd, but I wasn't one of them.
We were passing through the front gate of the main 
camp and he yelled for the security. The one guard who 
was always there came up. "This guy's a cop!" the kid said.
"No, I'm not."
"He was looking behind us all the time!"
"Because I was looking out for people. That's the 
direction the cops would have come from."
The guard gave his name and shook both of our 
hands. "Can I see your phone?” he said to me.
I gave him my phone. To his credit he didn't read 
my texts or check my call log, just watched how I reacted 
when he touched the phone. He gave it back.
"Who are you?" I said to the kid. "Why don't you 
take off your mask?" He was already fading back into the 
crowd.
"Where are you camped?" the guard said, 'Til get 
somebody to take you back there and make sure they
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know you. Sorry, it's just...."
"It's okay."
He handed me off to some young security guys who 
walked me to the Rosebud gate. They called C on the 
radio and he came striding up with his stick.
"Yeah, he's all right," he said.
C's son was out by the kitchen fire at first light, 
watching some pipeline security trucks on the far ridge 
behind the main camp through binoculars. He sat by the 
fire and passed me the glasses.
"This is history," he said.
"It could be," I said.
"No, it is. People will always come back here, to see 
where this happened."
Maybe, I thought. This could be the founding 
settlement of the new New World. Daplopolis. Plymouth 
Rock, standing on its head.
C sat down by the kitchen fire, which I'd never seen 
him do. "Why did that guy think you were a cop?" he 
asked.
"I don't know. I was just looking around the way I do."
"What kind of work do you do?"
"I've done all kinds of things."
"That don't tell me nothin."
"Ok," I said. "This is what I really am. What I used be, 
anyway." I pulled the laminated card out of my wallet I'd 
been issued by the Montana Press Association when I was 
twenty years old.
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C got up and left. I went after him. He was unpacking 
a new generator behind the kitchen tent. Picking up gas 
cans to find one with gas in it.
"Guy said he filled all these, but I guess he lied."
We lifted the generator out of the box.
C said some things I won't repeat. To me it seemed 
he spoke from the bottom of a deep well of weariness. 
The impossible task of keeping his people safe in a world 
of dirty tricks and snitches, the iron fist always waiting 
in the shadows. I don't think the Prisoners of War flag 
in front of the camp was just for members of the tribe 
who'd joined the American military. I think it was for all 
of them. Down through the generations.
A young woman was talking to C's son in the eating 
tent, leaning over practically in his lap. "I found a hawk 
feather on my first action," she said. "What does that 
mean?"
He mumbled something inconclusive.
"But what does it mean?” she said again.
Word went around one evening that a woman from 
Standing Rock was going to do a traditional dance for the 
water protectors. People gathered around the sacred fire 
as the sun went down. I leaned against a fencepost on the 
other side of the road, eating dinner out of plastic bowls. 
Deer soup, fry bread, canned peach slices with cinnamon 
and butter-fried oats on top. I shooed away a loose dog. 
Geese flew over, calling.
The dancer stepped out from behind a truck in a 
heavy brown dress. Her hair parted in the middle. She 
began to speak but right then there were red and blue 
emergency lights coming over the highway bridge, and 
people all along the river began to cheer.
They were Native runners, escorted by tribal police. 
They had run all the way across the Standing Rock 
Reservation, or all the way from another reservation—I 
heard both things—and now they would run through the 
gate of the main camp and down the main avenue where 
the flags of hundreds of tribes were flying.
C raised his stick above his head and held it up in the 
twilight as they passed by. The dancer was saying, "People 
think Abraham Lincoln was a good man, because he 
freed the slaves. But I remember that he signed the death 
warrant for thirty-eight of my relatives, who were hung 
on the day after Christmas in Mankato, Minnesota, for 
the amusement of the settlers there. That's why on every 
penny on this penny dress I'm wearing there is a hole 
drilled through Abraham Lincoln's head."
There was a burst of celebration across the river as the 
runners reached the gate.
Some of the Rosebud men began to beat a big drum 
they were sitting around and their wailing song rose 
above the river. She danced, and a young person in an 
outfit covered in feathers followed with her. But "dance" 
seems like the wrong word. I mean, in English, I don't 
know what else you'd call what they were doing. But to 
me "dance" pulls out images of old ballrooms, strippers, 
80s night, sockhops.
This was not that. Their movements seemed to 
originate in the direct observation of birds. It was serious 
but also unconcerned.
My knees began to move with them. If I had thought 
about it, I might have thought this was rude and stopped, 
but I did not think about it. I think some of the other 
people in the circle might have been doing the same thing.
There was one stomp of her foot that came down 
and felt like everything: the river, the pennies, the drum, 
the people all around. A thousand miles of prairie, ten 
thousand years of sky. And that was it. She was done. 
We did not applaud. It was not a performance and we 
were not an audience. She walked away from us, the 
pennies on her dress swinging in the silence that lasted 
for a moment.
"The lady in the penny dress was one of those 
messengers," M said later. The messengers he was waiting 
for.
"Mmm," I said.
On my way back to New Mexico I slept in a rest stop 
under a bright gibbous moon and dreamed M was telling 
me that I hadn't really left the camp, I was only making 
it larger.
The whole drive I was thinking about a particular 
ridge in the mountains. I went there and set up my tent. 
Yarrow stalks and mugwort in snowbanks. Old pines 
trailing their fingers in orange sunbeams.
I slept and dreamed the last of the strange dreams 
I'd had since I smoked from M's pipe. I found a book of 
history in a box of free books and papers in a tent by the 
side of the road. I held it in my hands. Red cover, thick 
pages of good paper indented slightly by the type, edges 
darkened with use. The publisher was the University of 
New Mexico. The date on the spine was 2574.
I had been walking all day with a large group of 
people. Other people had put the tents there to help us. 
There was a meal of potato and green chile. Hunger had 
driven us out of our city.
"Why are we dreaming this?" I asked a man who was 
sketching a map on the tent wall. "Are we all having the 
same dream?"
"I don't know, bro," he said. "There's probably more 
than one. It's all natural."
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Miles from Standing Rock, tonight,
over this snowdrift land fires light into the expanse— 
a joke, it seems, the ice melting into puddles of fresh water 
beneath throngs sending signals upward: rain down.
Our bodies are water, in and on,
at heartbeats of what we must think and drink—
You know when you’ve gone dry, 
to go without breath and skin, 
roots to your earth.
What is water to us, and how do we own it?
Broken at the base of Ash Coulee, 
spill under vitality herded through fist, 
uncontained. Make the point drawn from wells of irony: 
we’ll claim what soaks in our soles, 
but it could be anything, oil-thick or water-wet, 
what rains up.
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Today we plant with the refinery 
in sight. From town the distant stacks 
formed clouds now looming large 
above complaints, words that feel 
so frail. For here we drive a car 
by the place that makes it go.
We hear the refining drone, idle— 
waiting to pass on the one-way road.
Yesterday we should have known 
our work was not to save.
But then our shovels shone, 
our hands were clean, 
our dream of earth 
unbroken.
But today we plant with the refinery 
in sight. Remnant blackberry roots 
net in knots our work, remind us 
who and where we are, what we can 
and cannot do. Not much. But we can 
hope as we hear the yellowthroats sing— 
masked by the leaf out of willows 
beyond us. Incessant, invisible.
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THOUGHTS AFTER. AN OWL
CODA I LEATH TONINO
Yesterday, wandering at dusk in the brown hills that rise from this condo-sprawl called Palm Springs, California, I spent half an hour with a 
long-eared owl. I tell you most sincerely that there are few 
creatures as stirringly strange and spookily awesome and 
mystically mystical as birds from the order Strigiformes. 
Very much the griffin of legend, these birds—that is if 
the griffin of legend upped its weirdness by a factor of, 
say, eleven.
Dinosaur feet. Shaggy sheep legs. A body of feathers 
and fur and leaves and twigs and shattered bits of light 
and shadow. Of course, the face is part human, part cat, 
part seal, and affixed to a head that twists 360 degrees. If 
that’s not enough, this vision, this being, this power, my 
how it launches into the air and glides silently on—no, 
can’t be possible—on forty inches of wing!
I hate to make a bold statement (hyperbole, my 
nemesis) but it feels more and more that every single 
time I go outdoors I am buckling up for some kind of 
borderline hallucinatory experience. The natural world 
just does not fail to provoke in me awe, wonder, vibes 
of fear, tingles of trepidation, and a kind of meditative 
drift-state wherein all the senses knit all their sense-data 
together at once into a kind of synesthetic carpet, a magic 
rug upon which I sail off to who knows where. Did I tell 
you about the desert blister beetles I ran into recently, 
Lytta magister in nasty gooey sexed-up swarms? As 
Harvey, my old redneck neighbor from childhood would 
say, Sheeeit. To spend ten minutes with these beetles, 
damn, you better be buckled, maybe even helmeted.
A week ago, hiking solo in that very same parched, 
rugged, so-brown labyrinth of hills, that topographic 
maze flanking the commercial shitstrip of mega 
churches, payday loan pawnshops, car dealerships, 
windborne litter, bearded men masticated by a brutal 
economic system and subsequently regurgitated back 
onto the street with only junk-filled shopping carts to call 
home—hiking solo in them thar wacky hills, I couldn't 
even put my hand down to touch things, like interesting 
rock-things or plant-things or stick-things.
The reason I couldn't touch, say, a strange stick that 
drew my attention, and that a considerable part of me 
did badly want to touch, was that my hands, my flesh, 
my integument, was almost scared to do so. It was like 
these hands, which are so freakin’ sensitive, would just 
gather too, too, too much information, too, too, too 
much vital presence and place-specific truth. My feet 
were sheltered by leather, soled with rubber. My body 
needed that mediation. The hands, though, were and are 
naked, literally naked, naked nonstop.
It's interesting, don't you agree? We all recognize that 
if you show up at work buckass, birthday-suit nude you 
will feel very awkward, the entire experience intensified, 
altered. Pause here. Consider. That's what your hands 
do every day! They live outside, with nothing to hide 
behind. Bushwhacking around last week, as mentioned, 
was very odd indeed: I was nervous to even lay a wee 
digit on this sweet dry earth.
Granted, there was probably one more thing at play, 
which is the prickliness and poisonousness of the desert, 
the possibility of camouflaged snakes and spiders and 
scorpions and whatnot (the equivalent in the mossy green 
Vermont of my youth would be putting your hand down 
on a huge slug or something, maybe a rotting possum, a 
sodden deer carcass). And that loops back to my initial 
point regarding the nearly hallucinatory quality of a 
simple, routine, back-of-the-shitstrip-at-dusk walk: any 
moment it can feel like some griffin or mystical face is 
about to pop out and look at you with huge yellow eyes. 
It can feel like a stick beneath your hand might not be 
a stick but the body of a serpent, or a mass of writhing 
ants, or some small something that has a soul and a voice 
and will speak across the self-other boundary. It can feel 
like you might be encountering—the divine?
Once, camping on and with a big Coloradan 
mountain, heart of the heart of winter, blue moonlight 
washing over snow, me sitting in that snow, no tent, 
no plan, just sitting there in the middle of a clear-cold 
night’s vast crystalline silence, a fox pawed up within five 
feet, looked me in the eye, hung out, swung its tail, then 
walked away. I will repeat that: a blue moony fox faced 
my face, eyed my eye, hung out, came rushing in (the 
sparking electric current of unadulterated perception!), 
then walked away,
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The Missoula Writing Collaborative teaches 
literary competence, critical thinking, cultural 
awareness, and artistic joy through creative writing.
Offering year-round programming through school residencies 
and weekend, after-school, and summer programs.
www.MissoulaWritingCollaborative.org
GREAT RIVERS INSPIRE GREAT ART
— SWAN VALLEY­
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